EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

BOARD FUNDAMENTALS
Learn board fundamentals and perspectives from accomplished directors. Understand the search process, required skillsets and obligations of board service.

PERSONAL BRAND
Uncover your professional story and learn how to authentically represent your expertise.

STRATEGIC NETWORKING
Cultivate meaningful board relationships that lead to increased visibility for board service consideration.

CORPORATE WORKSHOPS
For corporations that want to include educational executive training programs as part of their Women's Network or DEI efforts, our corporate programs are designed to advance women colleagues or clients at every stage in their career.

CHART YOUR PATH
Develop your intention to serve on a board by launching your successful board journey.

DIGITAL PRESENCE
Elevate your LinkedIn profile and your social media savviness for board candidacy consideration and increased visibility.

GET ON BOARD
Master your pitch and build your board profile in two in-depth sessions that prepare you for a private or public board seat pursuit.

ALUMNI EVENTS
Engage with 50/50WOB Workshop alumni around the world to practice your pitch, meet women directors in your industry and ask questions related to your board pursuit experience.

We are also excited to announce that we are launching a NETWORKING HUB for workshop alumni to engage with one another, receive additional content from Faculty and Directors, and early access to our research and events. Depending on how you choose to opt in you can receive advice or give back to women who are just beginning their board journey to ensure the pipeline of women directors continues to increase!

In addition to 50/50 Women on Boards here are important resources to actively support organizations that advance women of color to leadership and board positions.

Executive Leadership Council (ELC)
Latino Corporate Directors Association (LCDA)
National LGBT Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC)
Ascend Pan-Asian Leaders
Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility (HACR)
Women of Middle Eastern/North Africa in Technology

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
WE'RE GROWING AND SEARCHING FOR NEW TALENT

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
50/50 Women on Boards is searching for an experienced, Los Angeles-based Development Manager to join our team. In this role, you'll be instrumental in supporting our year-round fundraising efforts. This includes identifying and cultivating new corporate sponsorships, growing existing relationships, and securing foundation grants. If you are passionate about elevating diversity in the boardroom and excel at fundraising for a mission-driven cause, we want to hear from you!

SUBMIT MY RESUME

DIGITAL CONTENT PRODUCER
This role will manage and produce content for the organization, working with stakeholders to understand requirements and priorities, and planning strategies that result in the optimal user experience for the intended audience. The ideal candidate should have a proven track record of producing pieces that increase engagement and drive leads. If you are digitally savvy, creative, and have ability to develop content for various platforms and channels, we look forward to hearing from you!

SUBMIT MY RESUME

THANK YOU TO OUR PLATINUM SPONSORS!
THANK YOU TO OUR GLOBAL SPONSORS!
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